
DIGITAL

Bookstore
Macmillan Education’s eBook website.

Bookstore allows you to view online or 
download some of our most popular books. 
Resource books, readers, methodology titles 
and testing materials are all available either as 
a whole book, or by the chapter. You can search 
the book before you buy it, view the pages and 
simply buy in a format that suits you!

Visit the website for more information and a list 
of available titles.

Macmillan English Campus       p 6

Macmillan Practice Online        p 7

Interactive Whiteboard Material p 4

Macmillaneducation.com               p 3

Onestopenglish                             p 8

Macmillan Resource Sites            p 10

www.macmillaneducation.com/
bookstore

Macmillanenglish.com                     p 3

2

Onestopclil                                       p 9

Macmillan Digital
As part of our commitment to providing the fi nest and most eff ective learning materials, Macmillan
Education is continually developing new digital and online resources to both accompany our 
courses, and to be used as standalone products. Interactive Whiteboard software, DVD-ROMs and 
CD-ROMs, as well as popular resource websites add rich, new dimensions to preparation and study, 
while onestopenglish.com, a community site for English language teachers, is the leader in its fi eld. 

Websites
From free resources to support our print courses, to subscription sites for teachers containing huge 
resource banks of supplementary materials, to online learning portals for students, Macmillan 
Education’s websites provide everything needed for eff ective language teaching and learning.

 

Connecting online
Macmillan Education can be found across the web, supporting and engaging with teachers and 
students wherever they are. 

Software
Macmillan Education publishes a wide range of software products for use both in the classroom and 
for self-study, including Interactive Whiteboard software, DVD-ROMs and CD-ROMs.
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Macmillanenglish.com
Macmillanenglish.com is Macmillan Education’s online catalogue and bookshop. This accessible site provides you with detailed information 
on Macmillan Education’s full range of ELT products in both British and American English. From pre-primary materials and graded readers 
to adult courses and business English titles, Macmillanenglish.com has everything you need to teach English with Macmillan Education.

Macmillaneducation.com
Everything you need to know about Macmillan Education, from information about our regional offi  ces to advice on how to submit your 
ideas for courses. Macmillaneducation.com is also the home of our digital catalogue, with samples and demos of all our online and digital 
products. 

About us: Browse our extensive 
catalogue, from local curriculum 
materials and market-leading ELT 
courses, to Interactive Whiteboard 
software and online resources

Macmillan Education 
worldwide:
Learn more about local 
off ers, regional publishing, 
and Macmillan Education
contacts where you are

NEW

Job opportunities: 
Find out how you 
could become part of
Macmillan’s publishing 
operations all over the 
world

Resources: 
Access all of our
teaching resource 
sites from one area

My Macmillan:
Log in to your account 
to sign up for free email 
resources, change your 
details and track orders

Online Dictionary:
Access to the Macmillan 
Dictionary Online

Connect with
Macmillan: 
Follow us on Twitter, 
watch videos on 
YouTube, fi nd us 
across the web

macmillandictionary.com:
A downloadable search box, 
off ering access to the 
Macmillan Dictionary Online. 
(www.macmillandictionary.com)
Type a word into the box and 
get straight through to its entry 
from the Macmillan English 
Dictionary, along with a whole 
lot more. For more information, 
see p 75

Macmillan digital: Discover 
Macmillan Education’s range 
of digital publishing, from 
Macmillan English Campus
to online resources, and 
DVD-ROMs and CD-ROMs

NEW
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New Inside Out Digital
Interactive Whiteboard Software – Adult

All levels from beginner to advanced now available.

Key features
•    A digital version of the Student’s Book is visible on screen, allowing you to combine traditional book-based learning with the
      multimedia features of the digital version
•    All of the audio and video content related to a unit page is instantly accessible by tapping on the relevant icon. No more switching 
      between software applications or hunting around for the correct track on a CD player
•    The Teacher’s Area provides a powerful presentation tool that allows you to build custom presentations easily, or simply to adapt the 
      provided templates. Materials produced can then be saved (to a USB, local network, etc) and easily shared with colleagues
•    Easy navigation provides quick access to pages in the Student’s Book, to the Teacher’s Area, to printable documents and to help screens 
•    Supplied training material helps you get up to speed with this powerful software quickly
•    Game templates allow you to quickly and easily create impressive class activities

SEE ALSO

New Inside Out   p 42

Student’s Book pages 
are visible on screen

Teacher’s Area allows you to 
build custom presentations 
or to adapt templates 

Zoom in to content on-screen 
by tapping on any pre-defi ned 
area of a page, or by drawing 
a box around a specifi c area

New Inside Out Digital has been designed to be completely platform-independent, and can even be 
used with a simple laptop and projector combination. All of the special tools for interacting with the 
content are built into the software, not relying on any particular manufacturer’s hardware to operate.
It is compatible with both PCs and Macs.

New Inside Out Digital  Single user version Multiple user version
New Inside Out Beginner  9781405099479    9780230400153
New Inside Out Elementary  9781405099509   9780230400160
New Inside Out Pre-intermediate 9781405099561    9780230400177
New Inside Out Intermediate 9781405099691  9780230400184
New Inside Out Upper Intermediate 9780230009165    9780230400191
New Inside Out Advanced  9780230009295    9780230400207

NEW

Interactive Whiteboard Material – Adult
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Busy Board
Topic-based Interactive Whiteboard materials for the primary classroom that encourage 
active involvement in the classroom. Ten beautifully illustrated topic areas and entertaining 
activities improve lexical and content knowledge through interactive games that get the 
students moving and motivated to learn. The software can be used as stand-alone 
material or as a complement to any primary coursebook.

Story Magic 
Fun, varied and lively story-based Interactive Whiteboard software for the primary 
classroom, that is easy to use for both students and teachers. Four levels, each containing 
nine units that follow the sequence of the Story Magic course, but can be used equally well 
as stand-alone material. Each unit contains a song and a story plus motivating activities 
that bring the stories to life! 

Busy Board IWB CD-ROM
Level 1   9780230729858
Level 2  9780230729865
Level 3  9780230729872

Interactive Worlds – Primary / Secondary

Interactive Worlds are fl exible, topic-based, online learning resources with video, audio and 
interactive exercises that are ideal for use in the classroom. Specially designed for use on 
Interactive Whiteboards, the ‘Worlds’ feature integrated tools, such as a pen, a highlighter 
and a colour palette. Focusing on the animal kingdom, there are three zones: Animal World, 
Natural World and Animals and Culture, each comprising fi ve areas and 207 activities.

Story Magic IWB CD-ROM
Levels 1 and 2 9780230726918

Interactive Whiteboard 
Material – Primary

SEE ALSO

Story Magic    p 20

Interactive Worlds 
Single User Edition  9780230435025
Multi User Edition 9780230435032
Also available as part of Macmillan English Campus (see p 6)

English World 

Levels 1-3 Pack 9780230729889

English World takes account of the evolving digital environment in today’s primary 
classroom. Each level contains 12 units of interactive activities covering vocabulary, 
dialogues, grammar, phonics, songs, writing activities and an interactive dictionary. 
In addition, the DVD-ROM contains a test builder and fi lmed classes of the IWB material 
being used in the classroom.

English World DVD-ROM
Level 1 9780230032248
Level 2 9780230032255
Level 3 9780230032262  

SEE ALSO

English World    p 16
Level 4 9780230032279
Level 5  9780230032286
Level 6  9780230032293

Smash 

SEE ALSO

Smash    p 32

Interactive Whiteboard software to supplement our teenage course Smash.  
Develop your teaching techniques, engage your students and create a team 
atmosphere through fun and easy to use interactive activities, video and 
comprehension questions, and easy to follow karaoke-style songs! 

 Smash IWB CD-ROM
Level 1 9789604472604
Level 2 9789604472611
Level 3 9789604472628

All Macmillan Education CD-ROMs and Macmillan 
Practice Online can be used on Interactive 
Whiteboards. Simply project the CD-ROM on to any 
whiteboard to create interactive group activities in class.

DIGITAL TIP

NEW
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Macmillan English Campus
Equips teachers, encourages students,
enhances learning

To fi nd out more, go to 
www.macmillanenglishcampus.com

25 m m

4X

3X 3X 3X

5X

X

Key features
Content
•    4,200 resources ranging from beginner to advanced level, including
      language and vocabulary exercises, listening and pronunciation
      practice, web projects and games
•    Exam practice materials for TOEFL®, TOEIC®, IELTS and Cambridge ESOL 

Monitoring
•    Automatic markbook allowing students and teachers to track progress

Coursebuilding
•    Coursebuilding tool allowing institutions to create their own specialised courses
•    50 courses ready-built to use with your classes

Macmillan English Campus now also includes:

A personalised area for 
bookmarks, wordlists 
and weblinks for every 
student

Quality-assured
Macmillan content 

Weekly updated news items 
at three levels in association 
with The Guardian Weekly

Students follow a course 
set by their teacher

Students can view their 
marks and check their 
progress throughout the 
course 

Reference Material
•    Macmillan Dictionary Online
•    Over 450 grammar reference units
•    Methodology database for teachers •    Test Compiler containing more than 650 exercises

•    English for Academic Purposes  (EAP) material
•    Interactive Worlds for younger learners, focusing
      on the natural world
•    Updated material for FCE and CAE exams

Language Games CD-ROM

Macmillan English Campus is an online learning environment which
combines course management tools with a database of more than 
4,200 resources. These have been specially designed to help
institutions support and enhance English language teaching.

Language Games features over 150 English language games, with over 54 hours of gaming in total. 
Developed by Macmillan Education’s leading ELT authors, the games off er real language practice at three 
bands of diffi  culty and compelling game-play. The CD-ROM is available in British English and American
English for single users or as a network edition (1-25 users) for schools and universities.

Single Edition (British)  9781405095662 Single Edition (American)  9781405095679
Network Edition (British)  9781405095686  Network Edition (American) 9781405095693
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To fi nd out more, go to 
www.macmillanenglishcampus.com

25 m m

4X

3X 3X 3X

5X

X

Macmillan Practice Online

Access the dictionary 
any time to look up 
unfamiliar words 

Access your chosen 
course material

Receive instant feedback 
on your work

Macmillan Practice Online is available for 
the following international courses:

Key features
Courses to suit every need
Available courses include academic and general English, exam practice and Macmillan Education coursebook practice
A wealth of interactive resources
Up to 200 individual interactive exercises comprising language and vocabulary exercises, listening and pronunciation practice, web 
projects and games
Grammar support
A comprehensive grammar reference database with over 450 individual explanations, learning tips and interactive activities for reinforcement
A leading ELT dictionary
Instant access to the Macmillan Dictionary Online, helping students extend their vocabulary, improve pronunciation and become 
confi dent learners
Instant feedback for students
Scores are stored in students’ personal markbook, providing a complete record of their work

Build personalised 
vocabulary lists

www.macmillanpracticeonline.com

Macmillan Practice Online titles available:
New Inside Out Beginner  9780230725218
New Inside Out Elementary  9780230725225
New Inside Out Pre-intermediate 9780230725591
New Inside Out Intermediate 9780230750852
New Inside Out Upper Intermediate 9780230750869
Inside Out Pre-intermediate  9780230725232
Inside Out Intermediate  9780230725249
Inside Out Upper Intermediate 9780230725256
Inside Out Advanced  9780230725263
New American Inside Out Elementary 9780230751330
New American Inside Out Pre-intermediate 9780230751347
New American Inside Out Intermediate 9780230751439

Inspiration 1   9780230725317
Inspiration 2   9780230725324
Inspiration 3   9780230725331
Inspiration 4   9780230725348
American Inspiration 1  9780230751118
American Inspiration 2  9780230751125
American Inspiration 3  9780230751132
American Inspiration 4  9780230751149

In Company 2nd Edition Pre-intermediate 9780230750838
In Company 2nd Edition Intermediate 9780230750845
In Company Elementary  9780230725270
In Company Pre-intermediate 9780230725287
In Company Intermediate  9780230725294
In Company Upper Intermediate 9780230725300

Straightforward Beginner  9780230750876
Straightforward Elementary  9780230750883
Straightforward Pre-intermediate 9780230725553
Straightforward Intermediate 9780230725560
Straightforward Upper Intermediate 9780230750890
Straightforward Advanced  9780230750906

Upper Intermediate Academic English 
with IELTS (British)  9780230750920
Upper Intermediate Academic English
with TOEFL® (American)  9780230750937
Advanced Academic English (British) 9780230740723
Advanced Academic English (American)  9780230725607
Advanced Academic English with IELTS 9780230740624
Advanced Academic English with TOEFL®  9780230725614

Macmillan Practice Online is an online practice environment for learners of English as 
a foreign language. Accessible anywhere with an internet connection, supplementary 
online practice has never been easier, more fl exible or more aff ordable. Give your 
learners the MPO advantage now and watch them grow in confi dence. 

Providing great online learning resources that inspire students and improve results, 
MPO supports classroom teaching and works alongside your current print resources.

PET Practice Online  9780230740631
FCE Practice Online  9780230740648
CAE Practice Online  9780230750913
CPE Practice Online  9780230751422
TOEIC® Practice Online  9780230740655
TOEFL® Preparation Online 9780230740730

CEFR Level A2 Online (British) 9780230740662
CEFR Level B1 Online (British) 9780230740679
CEFR Level B2 Online (British) 9780230740686
CEFR Level C1 Online (British) 9780230740693
CEFR Level C2 Online (British) 9780230740709
CEFR Level A2 Online (American) 9780230740747
CEFR Level B1 Online (American) 9780230740754
CEFR Level B2 Online (American) 9780230740761
CEFR Level C1 Online (American) 9780230740778
CEFR Level C2 Online (American) 9780230740785

New Inside Out
New  American Inside Out
Inside Out
Straightforward
In Company
Inspiration 
American Inspiration 

General English  
and exam practice 
courses also 
available
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Onestopenglish

Visit www.onestopenglish.com for more information and to subscribe. Institutional subscriptions are also available.

The world’s number one resource site for English language teachers
With over 6,500 resources organised into core subject areas, including complete lesson plans, worksheets, audio, video
and fl ashcards, you’ll always fi nd what you’re looking for on onestopenglish.

Whether you teach children, teenagers, adults or business executives, onestopenglish is the only place to come for your English 
language teaching materials. 

Search for materials by 
age, level and language 
focus, using our advanced 
search

New from onestopenglish – onestopblogs

Onestopblogs is a free service that brings together blogs from 
throughout the English language teaching community. Featuring 
blogs from the best teaching voices on the web, onestopblogs is 
the portal for news, views, tips and trends in English language   
teaching. This innovative new service removes the need to
subscribe to diff erent blog feeds, providing an easy way to keep 
your ear to the ground in the world of English language teaching.

Top stories: Stories that are being discussed on several blogs are 
brought together on the homepage, making it easy to see what’s new.
Latest posts: Keep up-to-date with the latest thoughts from ELT 
bloggers, all on one page.
Publications: Find out which books and academic papers are 
creating a buzz in the blogosphere.
Submit a blog: Put your own blog forward for inclusion or suggest a 
blog that you like.

Access a complete subscription 
service, with resources
published every week

NEW

Find a huge range of audio 
and podcasts, with
easy-to-use lesson plans

Try before you buy with 
free sample material in 
all sections of the site 

Use our popular weekly 
news lessons from The 
Guardian Weekly
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Onestopclil – part of the onestopenglish family

Accessed through your Onestopenglish subscription, Onestopclil is a subscription resource site for English language and subject 
teachers who use English as the language of instruction. The content-based resources - worksheets, animations, audio and IWB 
material - all include comprehensive language support to help you create inspirational CLIL lessons.

Onestopclil recognises the expansion of the subject-based and content-based teaching 
trends in primary and secondary education. Many teachers will have been teaching other 
subjects through the medium of English for many years, only recently has the term ‘CLIL’ 
become widely used in many parts of the world. 

Onestopclil’s aim is to provide a place for both experienced and novice teachers of CLIL 
to fi nd a resource bank of useful materials along with a community that understands the 
demands and issues they are facing as CLIL becomes more prevalent. Join the dialogue at 
onestopclil.com

Free CLIL teacher 
magazine and CLIL 
community areas

 The resource bank for CLIL teachers

Free samples of the 
resources available 
to download and try

Search for materials 
by age and subject 
matter

Images and diagrams 
to download from 
our subject-specifi c 
image gallery

100+ topic-based 
worksheets and
teacher’s notes for 
young learners

Science Museum 
worksheets and 
animations to use 
in class

 Worksheets and 
teacher’s notes for 
science, geography 
and history lessons

A free discussion forum 
where teachers can 
exchange experiences 
and debate the issues 
behind CLIL

SEE ALSO

CLIL section   p 34
Macmillan School Dictionary   p 80
Macmillan Study Dictionary   p 81

one stop cl i l
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Business and ESP
Macmillan Business Online contains resources to accompany Macmillan Education’s 
extensive list of business publishing. Monthly podcasts, PowerPoint presentations 
and sample business dilemmas showcase The Business, while a bi-monthly email 
service sends In Company lessons straight to your inbox. The Campaign, Aviation
English and English for Law Enforcement sites contain resources including lesson 
plans and worksheets, audio material, tests and answer keys.

Reference
Macmillan Education’s fl agship suite of dictionaries and the Macmillan Books for 
Teachers series are both supported by interactive websites. The Macmillan Dictionaries 
site off ers access to the free online www.macmillandictionary.com,  information 
about the range of dictionaries, corpus information, useful glossaries, web guides 
and regular e-lesson services to support learning.  The Macmillan Books for Teachers 
website off ers practical support to teachers by providing videos of the series’ authors 
giving talks on important subjects, PowerPoint notes from workshops, as well as 
forthcoming webcast workshops.

www.businessenglishonline.net
www.macmillanenglish.com/aviationenglish
www.campaignmilitaryenglish.com
www.macmillanenglish.com/englishforlawenforcement

www.macmillandictionaries.com
www.macmillanenglish.com/methodology

Resource Sites

Schools and Readers
Additional resources for classrooms can be found on our websites designed to
add extra material to Inspiration, Hot Spot and the Macmillan Readers series. 
The Inspiration website provides teachers with extra grammar practice materials 
at all four levels of the course, and cross-curricular culture lessons. The Macmillan 
Readers resource site off ers materials for both teachers and students. 
www.macmillanenglish.com/readers
www.macmillanenglish.com/inspiration
www.macmillanenglish.com/hotspot

www.macmillanenglish.com/insideout
www.macmillanenglish.com/straightforward
www.macmillanenglish.com/global

Adult Courses
Three of Macmillan Education’s popular adult courses are supported by resource 
sites. Straightforward, Inside Out and Global have interactive websites with a wealth 
of material for teachers, and each has a regular ‘e-lesson’ service which delivers 
high-quality teaching material straight to your inbox. 

Young Learners
Macmillan Education’s young learners’ portal provides you with all the support 
you need in your pre-primary and primary classrooms. With sample material, 
downloadable resources and project work available across eight microsites,
the materials cover all aspects of the curriculum. 
www.macmillanenglish.com/younglearners




